


Volha Salakheyeva \ 1984 

VJ / visual artist from Minsk, Belarus. 

After having studied Arts & Visual 
Culture in Minsk, Saint-Petersburg 
and Vilnius, she has turned to 
making her own visuals:

"I'm interested in contemplation vs. 
action opposition.

By mixing fragments of photo, video 
and film you can control and 
manipulate realities and emotional 
states.

I prefer non-narrative cinematic 
images and AV performances where 
the audience can concentrate more - 
rather than VJ sets at club events.

I'm searching for a way to create 
dreamlike visual environment that 
can help people know and heal 
themselves."

http://flxer.net/solar_olga/
http://vimeo.com/solarolga

Pavel Niakhayeu \ 1978

Audio artist from Belarus. 

Main projects: pavel ambiont & 
nieviadomy artyst. 

Music shapeshifts from deep & dubby 
to trancey or more agressive techno, 
tech dub, electro, tribal rhythms or 
ambient. 

It's not style that matters, but a 
general feel of sound flow that can be 
characterized as 'hypno' or 'liminal 
techno' - techno bordering & merging 
with other genres.

Collaborators: VJ Solar Olga, Alexei 
S4DS (BY), VJ Michał Mierzwa (PL), 
Pinch (UK), Artem Atrashevsky (BY).

Works at EHU (Vilnius, LT) teaching a 
course on contemporary audio, music 
and multimedia culture(s). 

http://pavel-ambiont.com
http://soundcloud.com/pavel_ambiont
http://flxer.net/pavel_ambiont/

Pavel & Olga work at Belarusian art community & label Foundamental Network. 
http://foundamental.net



PERFORMANCES - 2011

16.05.11 - BeYo!fest  [BelArt Gallery, Minsk, Belarus]

20.05.11 - Live Performers Meeting - IX  [Nuovo Cinema Aquila, Rome, Italy]

info: http://www.liveperformersmeeting.net/2011/en/friday-20/irrhythmia/
video fragment: http://vimeo.com/25987547

video fragment: http://vimeo.com/23879866



PERFORMANCES - 2011

22.07.11 - Belarus Sound Art in Poland [Zachęta Gallery, Warsaw, PL]

30.07.11 - Show Belarus - Show Europe [Gudijos Erdve, Klaipeda, LT]

info: Show Belarus - Show Europe: Belarusian Space
video: http://youtube.com/watch?v=YnzbFYhrzP0

info: http://foundamental.net/2011/08/belarus-sound-art-in-poland/
photo: Belarus Sound Art in Poland



PERFORMANCES - 2011

13.08.11 - Deep Dub II - Techno Dub Grooves [Dirty Deal Cafe, Riga, LV]

22.09.11 - Live Performers Meeting - X  [Y Gallery, Minsk, BY]

info: Deep Dub II

info: http://liveperformersmeeting.net

Along with performing, Pavel & Olga were also part of LPM Minsk team of organizers 
- as artist and workshop coordinators.



PERFORMANCES - 2011- 2012

26.11.11 - Irrhythmia  [Laboratorio Symbolon, Barcelona, ES]

info: http://symbolab.org/blog2/?p=3156

19.01.12 - Terra Nova festival  [National Library of Belarus, Minsk, BY]

info: http://foundamental.net/2012/01/fest-terranova/ 

PERFORMANCES - 2011 / 2012



PERFORMANCES - 2011- 2012

13.04.12 - Centras festival  [Romuva cinema, Kaunas, LT]

info: http://cntrs.lt/programa

PERFORMANCES - 2012

03.05.12 - Artes Liberales   [Y Gallery, Minsk, BY]

info: https://facebook.com/events/330188120381101/



PERFORMANCES - 2011- 2012

23.05.12 - Plaster 3 festival  [Centre of Contemporary Art, Torun, PL]

info: http://csw.torun.pl/dzialania/festiwale/3-plaster

PERFORMANCES - 2012




